
SOLIDFLOOR HEAT
WOODEN FLOORS FOR ON TOP 

OF UNDERFLOOR HEATING 

Heat



ENERGY EFFICIENT WITH SOLIDFLOOR HEAT 

Solidfloor has added a new collection named Solidfloor Heat. As the name suggests, these floors are especially 
designed to be used in combination with under floor heating. Because the combination of high-quality multiplex 
carrier and 4mm top layer are extraordinarily compact and well built, the heat conduction is highly efficient. Thanks 
to our innovative production processes it is highly durable and easy to maintain. With a certified heat resistance 
level of only 0.08, the entire Solidfloor Heat program meets the strictest standards of conductivity and efficiency. It 
maximizes the benefit of underfloor heating. As a natural resource, wood for the Solidfloor Heat floors is also the 
environmentally responsible choice.
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RESISTANCE OF 0,08 R10 
23/50 (m2K)/W

SUSTAINABLE 
MANUFACTURED WOOD

MADE TO LAST

All floors from the Solidfloor Heat 
program have a certified heat 
resistance of only 0.08. As a result, 
maximum benefit is obtained from 
the underfloor heating with 
minimal energy loss. This way you 
can enjoy all benefits that real 
wooden floors have to offer.

Wood naturally retains CO2. 
Throughout the process of 
processing wood panels, 100% of 
the CO2 is retained. All Solidfloor 
wooden prodcts are sourced and 
produced from sustainable forests. 
Therefore, for all trees used, new 
ones are re-planted. As a result, 
forests will keep their vital role to 
keep our environment and our 
world so amazing. And, because we 
source our Solidfloor HEAT 
assortment nerby, we actively 
reduce transportation emissions.

All Solidfloor wooden floors are 
made to last. That is our core value. 
Therefore we are confident to 
offer a 25-year warranty on all our 
wooden floors, including the entire 
Heat collection.



SOLIDFLOOR
The profesional’s choice
Solidfloor has been around for decades. As part of the Fetim Group, Solidfloor has a rich history in wooden 
floors dating back to 1919. It all started with a small collection of wooden floors in which craftsmanship, design 
and convenience its three important pillars. With first-class floors, Solidfloor has grown steadily into a 
household name in the interior design industry. A history we are proud of. Over this century, the collection 
grew steadily and has been enriched with all kinds of new categories in which we maintain the same 
philosophy. This means that no concessions have to be made when it comes to comfort and style. Gradually, 
the collection has been completed in which a perfectly fitting Solidfloor floor can be found for every interior. 
So it is not without reason that Solidfloor has been awarded the title “The professional’s choice”.

SOLIDFLOOR HEAT: 
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL
To increase user convenience, all floors within the heat collection are provided with a matt, strong finish of 
E-Protect lacquer. This solid layer of lacquer ensures easy maintenance and a high wear resistance, so that the 
floors remain beautiful for a longer period of time. As a result, the floors are easy to clean. Solidfloor has 
produced specially designed cleaners and care products for the heat floor collection, these are available through 
affiliated Solidfloor outlets. 

The collection offers the option between extra long planks and the timeless herringbone patterns. Because the 
floors are all brushed - a process in which the softer wood is lightly brushed away from the top layer - a subtle 
top-layer-structure is created, which makes the wood look and feel even better. In addition, available colors are 
contemporary yet timeless. For example, you can choose for light white or grey wash or for an ‘unfinished look’, 
when the floor looks as if it has not been treated with lacquer or oil layers.

NATURE GRADE OF RUSTIC GRADE.
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
The top layer of the Heat collection floor are made of high-quality oak wood. The total thickness of the floor is 
11mm with the top layer of 4mm oak. This top layer, has 2 visible options: Nature Grade and Rustic Grade. The 
Rustic Grade allows for more knots and color nuances between planks, making the floors look extra lively. With 
Nature Grade, where only smaller knots are allowed, giving the floors a calm, modern look.

STRIP FLOOR RUSTIC GRADE
220 x 20CM x 11,2MM

HERRINGBONE FLOOR RUSTIC GRADE
15,3 X 76,5CM X 11,2MM

HERRINGBONE FLOORNATURE GRADE
15,3 X 76,5CM X 11,2MM

STRIP FLOOR NATURE GRADE
220 x 20CM x 11,2MM

CHECK IT OUT IN 3D-app
Curious to see what a Solidfloor floor would look like IN 
YOUR OWN HOME? Check it out now in the renewed 
Solidfloor app. See it on your smartphone or upload the 
picture to your laptop or PC for a larger view.



STRIP FLOORS

Natural
Art.Nr. 1208245

Grey Wash
Art.Nr. 1208247

White Wash
Art.Nr. 1208248

Unfinished Look
Art.Nr. 1208246

Natural
Art.Nr. 1208241

Grey Wash
Art.Nr. 1208243

White Wash
Art.Nr. 1208244

Unfinished Look
Art.Nr. 1208242

RUSTIC GRADE

NATURE GRADE

RUSTIC GRADE
Natural

Art.Nr. 1208241

Unfinished strip floor, Nature Grade

Grey wash strip floor, Rustic Grade

HERRINGBONE FLOORS

Natural
Art.Nr. 1208252

Unfinished Look
Art.Nr. 1208253

White Wash
Art.Nr. 1208254

Natural
Art.Nr. 1208249

Unfinished Look
Art.Nr. 1208250

White Wash
Art.Nr. 1208251

NATURE GRADE

RUSTIC GRADE

White wash Herringbone, Nature Grade

Natural Herringbone, Rustic Grade
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Abram Dudok van 
Heelstraat 4
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www.solidfloor.com

www.facbook.com/solidfloor.nl

www.pinterest.com/floortjesol
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